Here are some of our most popular items. These tips take a good deal of stress in just normal flying circumstances. They’re also frequent victims of ramp rash. The original plastic simply can’t stand up to the task as well as fiberglass replacements from Stene Aviation. Plus, if these parts ever do withstand damage, they’re easily repaired with readily available fiberglass repair kits from your local automotive parts store.

**What Makes These Composite Parts Such An Excellent Value?**

- Money back guarantee if not completely satisfied!
- Exact replacements of original equipment means easy installation.
- Easily repaired with locally available fiberglass kits if ever damaged.
- Stronger than factory originals with no weight increase.

### CESSNA 205/206/207/210

#### Description | Part No. | Price
--- | --- | ---
LH/RH Horizontal Tip 1956-'59 | 05-03829 | $70.75
LH/RH Horizontal Tips  (SA-1232616-1)  | 05-12851 | $93.75
LH/RH Horizontal Tip LH(SA-1232604-1)  | 05-03780 | $96.95
LH/RH Horizontal Tip RH(SA-1232604-1)  | 05-03779 | $118.75

#### Description | Part No. | Price
--- | --- | ---
ELEVATOR & STABILIZERS

#### Description | Part No. | Price
--- | --- | ---
206/207 Elevator Tip 1965-67 LH (SA-1234608-3)  | 05-03777 | $124.75
206/207 Elevator Tip 1965-67 RH (SA-1234608-4)  | 05-03781 | $124.75
206/207 Horizontal Tip 1967 & on (SA-1232012-1)  | 05-03830 | $73.75
206/207 Horizontal Tip 1965-1967 (SA-1232604-1)  | 05-03778 | $96.95
210 (1967 & on) Elevator Tip LH(SA-1234640-1 left hand)  | 05-03831 | $155.75
210 (1967 & on) Elevator Tips RH (SA-1234640-2 right hand)  | 05-03832 | $154.90
210 (1967 & on) Horizontal Tip (SA-1232012-1)  | 05-03830 | $73.75
210 Horizontal Tip 1956-59 (SA-0732613-11963)  64  | 05-03784 | $99.99

#### Description | Part No. | Price
--- | --- | ---
210 LH/RH Horizontal Tip 1967-73 | 05-03785 | $178.75
210 Elevator Tip LH (SA-1232616-1)  | 05-12851 | $93.75
210 Elevator Tip RH 1971-76 (SA-1221111-202)  | 05-03833 | $567.00

#### Description | Part No. | Price
--- | --- | ---
210 Wing Tip 1971-74 RH (SA-1214198-1)  | 05-03834 | $418.75
210 Right Brake Cover RH (SA-1214198-1)  | 05-03836 | $418.75
210 Right Brake Cover LH (SA-1214122-2)  | 05-03837 | $418.75

#### Description | Part No. | Price
--- | --- | ---
206/207 Vertical Fin (small droop) 1964-67 & 1976 & on (SA-1234617-2)  | 05-03841 | $144.75
206/207 Vertical Fin (small beacon) 1967-75 (SA-0731606-3)  | 05-03785 | $135.80
206/207 Rudder Tip 1965-72 (SA-1234608-4)  | 05-03785 | $135.80
206/207 Rudder Tip 1968 & on (SA-0731606-9)  | 05-03793 | $135.80
206 Rudder Tip (SA-1234617-1)  | 05-12852 | $307.95

#### Description | Part No. | Price
--- | --- | ---
206/207 Oversize Wheel Pant (SA-1234045-1)  | 05-12853 | $470.00
206/207 Oversize Wheel Pant (SA-1234045-2)  | 05-12854 | $470.00
206/207 Oversize Wheel Pant (SA-1234045-12) | 05-12858 | $612.00

#### Description | Part No. | Price
--- | --- | ---
206/207 Oversize Wheel Pant (SA-1234045-1)  | 05-12853 | $470.00
206/207 Oversize Wheel Pant (SA-1234045-12)  | 05-12858 | $612.00

#### Description | Part No. | Price
--- | --- | ---
206/207 Oversize Wheel Pant (SA-1234045-1)  | 05-12853 | $470.00
206/207 Oversize Wheel Pant (SA-1234045-12)  | 05-12858 | $612.00

#### Description | Part No. | Price
--- | --- | ---
206/207 Oversize Wheel Pant (SA-1234045-1)  | 05-12853 | $470.00
206/207 Oversize Wheel Pant (SA-1234045-12)  | 05-12858 | $612.00

Wing tips are a common victim of hanger and ramp rash. Maybe you thought the plane was going to clear those doors as you wheeled it back into the hanger...the first indication that you were wrong was that grating sound as the wing tip met metal. Here’s the solution: replacement fiberglass wing tips from Stene Aviation.
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